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Abet rac t - -An  air-to-surface missile is hunched and its goal is to hit a fixed target whoae centre 
is located on the ground. Given the launch speed and the horizontal distance from the target the 
problem dealt with here is to find the optimal launch altitude and launch angle. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An air-to-surface missile P is launched at t = 0 and its goal is to hit a fixed target set whose centre 
is located on the ground. It is assumed that the motion of P takes place in the (z, z)-plane and 
that it is based on a noise-perturbed kinematic model. Owing to thrust, drag and gravitational 
forces the missile P has a variable speed v. Its maneuverability is determined by v, its pitch 
axis lateral acceleration ap, which here serves as its control function, and by the gravitational 
acceleration. It is assumed that P can maneuver as long as vl < v < v2, where vl and v2 are 
given positive numbers, and that it has a detection range of radius R0. Also, it is assumed that 
the motion of P is confined to the strip 0 < z < H0, where H0 is a given positive number. Thus, 
P has an "operation zone" D0p determined by: 0 < z < R0, 0 < z < H0 and vl < v < v2. 
Two optimal stochastic ontrol problems are treated in this work. The first problem is to find 
a strategy a~, that will maximize the probability of the event E~ts, where E~t I = { For some t, 
t E [0, t/ l ,  P enters the target set, satisfying: v _> v0, and (~', 6") _> vr cos a0, and P stays in Dop 
for all s E [0, t)}. Here, t! is a given number 0 < t/ < ~,  ~" and 6" are P's velocity vector and 
the range vector from P to the centre of the target, respectively, v and r are the magnitudes of 
b" and 6", respectively, a0 is a given angle, 0 < c~0 _< ~r/2, and v0 a given number, vt < v0 < v2. 
The second problem is to find a strategy a~, m that maximizes the probability of the event E~oo. 
The event E~oo is the same as E~ts but with the difference that the interval [0,t!] is replaced 
there by the interval [0, c~). 
Once these problems are solved, one can find for both the optimal launch altitude z(0) and 
optimal path inclination angle 7(0), given the horizontal launch coordinate z(0), or equivalently, 
Ro -  z(0), and the launch speed v(0). Finding these optimal initial launch conditions and 
comparing the values which emerge from the two problems, is the main goal of this work. 
In this work, sufficient conditions for optimal feedback strategies are given for both problems. 
In the first problem these conditions require the existence of a properly smooth solution to a 
nonlinear parabolic partial differential equation on a cylinder whose base is in N 4. In the second 
problem these conditions require the existence of a properly smooth solution to a nonlinear 
elliptic partial differential equation in R 5. Each of the nonlinear partial differential equations is 
numerically solved. Using the numerical approximations to their .~olutions, approximations to
the optimal initial (launch) conditions are computed. 
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2. THE EQUATIONS OF  MOTION 
Consider the motion of a missile P in the (z, z)-plane. It is assumed here that the equations 
of motion of P are given by 
dz 
---~ 1) C08  "7', 
at 
dz 
: vsinT, 
dt 
d'y Cap - g cos 7) 
at v 
dv [TR(t) - CDo(M)~(z) v 2 - a~g(M)m2(01 
dt re(t) 
(i) 
(2) 
(3) 
g sin "r, (4) 
where (z, z) denotes the coordinates of the missile P, v its speed, 7 its path inclination, ap its 
pitch axis lateral acceleration, TR(t) its thrust at time t, re(t) its mass at time t, g is the 
gravitational cceleration, DRo = Coo(M)~(z) v 2 is the zero lift drag, Di = *~K(M)m~(O is the (~(~)v2) 
induced drag, and M is the Mach number, M = c-'~, where c(z) is the speed of sound. The 
functions Cz)o(M), K(M),-~(z) and c(z) are given as tabular data and are approximated by 
interpolation. It is assumed that TR(t) and re(t) are given functions, and that ap is the control 
function of the missile P. 
The missile P is launched at the instant t = 0 and its goal is to reach, before leaving the 
domain Sop, and during the time interval [0,tl], a target set S, where S is given by 
s := {(~, z, 7, ~) :  (~d -- ~)2 + (Zd-  z)2 < r2, z > O, 
(=d -- Z) C06 7 + (za -- z) sin 7 > r cos so,  
and vo < v < v2). 
(5) 
Here, (Zd, Zd) denotes the coordinates of the centre of the target, r:m[(zd - z) 2 q- (Zd - -  z)2] 1/2, 
and a0 and v0 are given numbers, vl < v0 < v2 and 0 < a0 _< ¢/2. It is assumed here that P's 
motion is perturbed by small Gaussian white noises that model the random errors in the values 
of TR(t), Coo(M), K(M), ~(z) and the random influence of the environment. Hence, using the 
notation zl := z, z2 := z, zs := 7, z4 := v, equations (1)-(4) yield 
dzl dW1 
Z,  C08 Z3 "~ 0"1 
dt dt ' 
dz2 dW2 
= =4 sin za + 0.2 
dt dt ' 
dz3 (ap - g cos zs) dWs 
= + 0.3 dt ' dt z4 
a~ K(M)  m 2 (t) ] dW4 
dz4 = [Tn(t) -Coo(M)-~(=2)z~- (~(x~)=~) J -gs inz3+0.4~ 
at  re ( t )  at  ' 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
t > 0, where I~ = {l~r(t) = (Wl(t),W2(t),Wa(t),W4(t)),t ~_ 0) is an H4-valued standard 
Wiener process, and 0.i, i = 1,2,3,4 are given numbers atisfying 0 < 0.i '~ min(vl, z4), i = 1,2, 
0 < 0.0 ~ ¢ and 0 < 0.4 ~ 1. 
The aim of this work is to find initial conditions z~(0), =~(0) that maximize the probability of 
the event Es, Es := {The missile P reaches the set S at some instant , t E [0,t/], while for all 
u E [0,t] : 0 < =l(u) < R0, 0 < z2(u) < H0, Vl < z4(u) < ~21~1(0),~,(0)}, 0 < ~1(0) < Ro and 
vl < z4(0) < v2. 
However, a closer look at this problem reveals that (z~(0),z~(0)) depends trongly on the 
guidance strategy ap(.) = {ap(t), t E [0, t/]} of P and (although less strong) on the value of t]. 
Thus, in order to find the global optimal values of z~(0) and z~(0), we first find a strategy a~,(.) 
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for which the probability of the event EB, En" := {The missile P reaches the set S at some instant 
t, t e [0,tl], while for all u E [0,t] : 0 < z l (u)  < R0, 0 < z2(u) < H0 and vl < z4(u) < v2}, and 
then, using the strategy a~,(.), the values of x~(0) and z~(0) are computed. 
In order to study the role of the terminal time t/,  an additional model for the motion of P is 
considered here. Also, in the sequel, the discussion will be confined to cases in which the thrust 
profile Tn(t)  is piece-wise constant and contiguous. In these cases, using the relation 
dm TR(t) 
a t -  (gI°p)' (10) 
where I0p is the specific impulse of P's propellant, dm -di- can be written as 
dm 
dt = b(m), (11) 
where b : 11 ---, 11 is a sectionally continuous bounded function, and consequently 
TR = TR(m) = g I,~ Ib(m)l. (12) 
Thus, using the notation z5 := m, equation (9) yields 
a~p K(M) X2s ]
dz, [g h ,  Ib(= )l - =2 _ , dW4 
= -gs inzz+0.4  dt ' (13) dt zs 
where 
dz5 dW5 (14) 
dt = b(zs) + o'5 dt " 
Here, W5 = {Ws(t) , t  > O) is an 11-valued standard Wiener process, such that W = {W(t) = 
(Wx(t), W2(t), Wz(t), W4(t), We(t)), t > 0} is an 11S-valued standard Wiener process and a5 is a 
given number, 0 < 0.5 '~ moo, where moo is the missile's mass at the termination of P's motor 
action. 
In this work two models for the motion of P are used. The first model is given by equations 
(6)-(9) and it is named here the time-dependent model. The second model is given by equations 
(6)-(8) and (13)-(14) and it is named here the mass-dependent model. 
3. FORMULAT ION OF THE PROBLEM:  THE T IME-DEPENDENT MODEL 
In the sequel the following set of stochastic differential equations will serve as the time- 
dependent model for the motion of P 
dzl = I(x) z4 cos x3 dt + 0.tdW1, 
dx 2 = I(x) x4 sin x3 dt + a2dW2, 
ax3 - - / (x )  541 [ap(t, x) - g cos x3]dt -4- 0.3dWs, 
a2p(t,x) K(M) mY(Q] 
dz4 = I(x) [Ta(t) - CDo(M)'~(z2)x~ - (-~(,,)x:) J 
re(t) - g s in  z3  dr + a4dW4, 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
t > 0, M = M(x~, z4), x = (zt, x2, xa, z4). The function I is introduced here to guarantee the 
existence of solutions to equations (15)-(18) over the whole of 114 . In fact, we are interested in 
these solutions only over Do, Do C It 4, where Do is defined below, (see the definition of P's 
"operator zone" Doe, in Section 1). 
Do={X:0<zt<Ro,0<z2<Ho,  zaE11, andv l<z4<v2}.  (19) 
Thus, I(x) = 1 if x E {x : vl < x4 < 1)2} and I(x) = 0 otherwise. 
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Denote by U0 the class of all feedback strategies ap = {ap( t ,  x), (t, x) • [0, oo) x R 4 } such that 
ap : [0, co) x R 4 --* R is a measurable function and lap(t,x)l < apo for all (t,x) • [0,oo) x R 4, 
where at,0 is a given positive number. 
Let ap • Uo. Then, Ref. [1] equations (15)-(18) determine a family of stochastic processes 
= ap .p ae .p *P [0, oo)}, (s, x) [0, co) R 4, and c:,*~ {~0.=(t) = (¢o,=,(t),~,,=~(t),Q,=,(t),~°,=,(t)),t • • x an  
associate family of probability measures {P~, (s ,x )  • [0 ,~)  x R 4} on f~ = C([0,e~),R4), such 
that P".~ is a solution to the martingale problem for L|(at,), 
L,(ae) =(Z(x)~ cos ~3) 0 1 
8 
+ (I(x)z4 sin z3) 8z2 
+ I(x)~; l[at,(t, x) - g cos ~]  0~3 
(20) { 4~"')K(M)~(')I }O 
+I(x )  [TR( t ) -Coo(M) -~(z2)z~-  ' (~(=2)=~) ' -gs inz3  8z4 re(t) 
1 4 02 + g~ ~,~ .--~_, 
Ox i 
and has the following properties: 
(a) P;,x({f,,x(t) = x, 0 < t < s}) = 1. 
(b) The expression 
f(¢:,Px(t)) - .~' Lu (ap) r(¢:,Px(U)) du 
is a P~Px-martingale after time s for all F • C~°(R4). 
The set S is now redefined in the x-coordinate system and is given by 
K := {x • Do : r < ro, (Zd -- xx) cos zz + (Zd -- Z2) sin x3 > r cos a0, 
v0 < z4 < v2-  6},0 < 6 ~ 1, 
where r :=  [(Zd -- zl)  ~ + (Zd-  Z2)2] 112. 
Also, define 
D:=D0 - K. 
Denote by r(s, x; at,) the first exit time after s of (~aP x from D, that is 
ap "p D} i n f{ t>s :~, ,x ( t )$Dwhen Q,x (S)=X• 
r (s ,x ;ap)  := s if ¢~aPx(s ) = x ~ D,  
t ip  oo if ~0 ,=( t )•Dfora l l t>s  
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(s, x) • [0, oo) x R 4. (25) 
Note that in eq. (25), ~ja,~(t) = (z(t), z(t), 7(t), v(t)) for all t • [,, r0(,, x; at,)), where r0(s, x; at,) 
is the first exit time after s of ¢,~,~ from D0 and x = (=(s), z(s), 7(s), v(s)). 
Also, define the following class of admissible feedback strategies: 
U := {at, • U0: sup E,a,~t r(s, x; a/~) < oo}, (26) 
(,,=)e[0,oo)xD 
where Ea,P= denotes the expectation operator with respect o P~afx. 
Define the following functional: 
Y(t, x; at,):= Ptafx({r(t, x; at,) < tl and ~fx(r(t, x; at,)) • g}) ,  (2r) 
.t, • u, (t, x) • [0, t/] × R 4. 
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In other words, roughly speaking, V(t ,x;ae)  is the probability that P reaches the target set S 
at some time s, s 6 [t,tl] before leaving the operation zone D0p and given that the control aw 
ap is being applied by P and that at the instant , t )_ 0, the state of P is given by z. Note that 
in eq. (27), if x 6 Do, then x = (z(t), z(t), 7(t), v(t)). 
The following auxiliary problem will be dealt with first: Find a strategy a~, 6 U such that 
v(t, x; a~,) < v(t, x; a),), (28) 
for any ap e U and for all (t, x) 6 [0, t/] x D. 
Once V(., .; a~,) is computed, then the following problem is considered 
max V(O, z,, z2, zs, z,t; a~,), (29) 
xED 
where z,, and z4 are given. The solution to this problem will be denoted here by (zl(O), z~(O)), 
or equivalently, by (z'(0), 7"(0)). 
4. THE COMPUTATION OF  V(.,.;a~,) 
Let /) denote the class of all functions V : [0,tl] x l~ --* H such that V is continuous on 
[O, tl] x-Do, V 6 Cx'2([O, tl) x D) mad such that OV/~t + L,(as) V e L2([O, tl) x (D 0 Ao)) for 
any ap 6 U, where 
A0 := {x : -a" < zs < a'}. (30) 
By following the same procedure as in Ref. [2], it follows that the function V(., .; a~,) may be 
found by solving the following problem: 
OV(t, x) + L, Cae) V(t, x) = O, (t, x) e [0, tl) x (D N Ao), & 
v(,, x) = I, (t, x) e [0,tA x K, 
V(t l ,x )=O,  xeD,  
V(t,x) = O, (t, x) e [O,t/] x Dg, 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
V(t, z,,  z2, k f  + ths, z4) = V(t, zx, z2, -k ,  + ths, z4) 
k=-1 ,1 ,  t=  0, k, 0<_h3_~x, 
(35) 
and, if OV(t,x)/Oz4 > O, then 
ap(t,x) = { 
apo if a°(t,x) > apo 
a°(t,x) ifla~(t,x)l<as0 
--ap0 if a°(t ,x)  < --apo, 
(36) 
where 
a~Ct, x) := 
Otherwise, if OV(t, x)/Oz4 < O, then 
(x4 p(x2) av-Si~ 
0¢ t / 
2K ( M) mt~ )"" ~sv(*'"~ " 
(37) 
(Ov(t,x) 
av(t,x) = apo sign, ~ ). (38) 
Note that equations (36)-(38) are derived from the dynamic programming equation 
or(t, x) 
~t ~" apErj'max L,(ap) V(t, x) = O, (t,x) e [0,t/) x D. (39) 
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Assume that equations (31)-(38) have a solution denoted here by (~p, V(., .;~p)). I f~p • U and 
V(., .;~p) • ~D, then ~ip = a~ and 
v( t ,  x; p) = v( t ,  x; 
= Pt~,~({r(t,x;a'e) < t! and (~,~(r(t,x;a~)) • g})  
>_ Y(t,x;ap) 
(40) 
for any aj, • U and all (t,x) • [0,t/] x D. 
The computation of (z~(0),x~(0)) is considered later in this work. 
(31)-(38) can only be solved numerically. 
Note that equations 
5. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM:  THE MASS-DEPENDENT MODEL 
In the sequel, the following set of stochastic differential equations will serve as the mass- 
dependent model for the motion of P 
dyl = I(y) Y4 COS Y3 dt + aldB1, 
dy2 = I(Y) Y4 sin Y3 dt + a2dB2, 
dya = I(y) y~l[ap(y) - g cos ya]dt + aadB3, 
[g I.plb( 5)l - CDo(M)- (y2) - 
dy4= I (y)  Y5 
dy5 = b(yb)dt 4- o'5 dBb, 
-- g sin y31 dr, 4- o'4dB4, 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
where Yl :=z,  U2 := z, Y3 :='Y, Y4 :=v, Y5 : - -m,  M "- M(U2, Y4), Y = (YI,Y2, Y3,Y4,Yb), B = 
(B(Q = (Bl(t), B2(t), Ba(Q, B4(t), Bb(t)), t >_ 0} is an Rb-valued standard Wiener process, and 
as, 0 < a5 <( moo, is a given number. Equations (44)-(45) follow from equations (10)-(14). 
The function I is defined in the same manner as in Section 3, that is I (y)  = 1 if y 6 {y : 
vl _< Y4 _< v2, moo < Ys < m0} and I(y) = 0 otherwise. Here m0 = m(0). 
Denote by U0,n the class of all feedback strategies ap = {ap(y) ,y  E R s} such that ap : R s ---* R 
is measurable and lap(y)[ < apo for all y E R 5. 
Let ap 6 Vom. Then, Ref. [1] equations (41)-(45) determine a stochastic process (~P = 
{(~P(t) : ( (~  (t), (~( t ) ,  (~( t ) ,  (~( t ) ,  (~[(t)) , t  _> 0}, and an associate family of probability 
measures {P~p, y • R 5} on £t = C([0, oo), I~), such that P~P is a solution to the martingale 
problem for L(ap), 
b 
L(ap) =I(y)y4 cos Ya c3yl 
O 
-I- I(y)Y4 sin Y30y2 
O 
4- i(y)y~-I [ap(y) - g cos Ya] Oya 
f I(Y) [g I°p [b(yb)[ - CDo (M) }(Y2) Y~ - a~(y)(~(y2)y~)K~M) yah J'l 
4- / Y5 
O 
4- b(yb) c3y5 
+ oy ' 
0 
- g sin Y3 oOy 4 
(40) 
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and has the following properties: 
(a) 
(b) 
P~P({qP(O) = y}) = 1. 
The expression 
F((;P(t)) - L(ap) F((~P(u)) du 
is a martingale for all F • C~°(RS). 
(47) 
(48) 
D0m:={y:0<yt  <Ro, 0<y2<H0,  Y3•R, vl <y4<v2,  
moo-6<ys<m(0)+6},  0<6<<1,  
Km := {y 6 D0~ : rm <_ r0, (zd -- Yt) cos Y3 + (Zd -- Y2) sin 1/3 >-- rm COs a0, 
v0 _< y4 < - (50)  
where rm := [(Zd -- yt) ~ + (Zd -- y2)2] 1/2. 
Also, define 
Dm := Do,~ - Kin. (51) 
Denote by r(y; ap) the first exit time after t = 0 of (~P from D.~, and define the following class 
of admissible feedback strategies: 
Um := {ap 6 U0m: sup Ey P r(y; ap) < co}, (52) 
yED,,~ 
where E;  P denotes the expectation operator with respect o P;P. 
Define the following functional: 
V,n (y; ap):= P;P({¢~P(r(y; ap)) • Kin}) 
=P~P({For some t > 0: (~P(t) • g and ~P(s)  • O,n, for all s • [0,t)}), (53) 
ap • U,,, y • R 5. 
The following auxiliary problem will be dealt with for the mass-dependent model: Find a 
strategy a'pm • U,n such that 
Vm(y; ap) <_ Vm(y; a*pm), for any ape  Um and all y • Dr,.. (54) 
Once Vrn('; a*l:.m) is computed, then the following problem is considered 
max V.~(yl, Y2, Y3, Y4, re(O); a~..), (55) 
y~,Ys 
yEDm 
*0 "0  where Yl and Y4 are given. The solution to this problem will be denoted here by (Y2(),Y3()), 
or equivalently, by (z~(0), 7~(0)). 
C~A 21 z6 /7 - I  
(49) 
and 
Note that ~P(t )  = (z(t),z(t),7(t),v(t),m(~)) fora l l /6  [0,r0(y;ap)), where r0(y;ap) is the first 
exit time of ~P  from Dora, and y = (z(0), z(0), 7(0), v(0), m(0)). 
The operation zone Dop and the target set S are now redefined in the y-coordinate system 
and are given, respectively, by 
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• • 6. THE COMPUTATION OF V'n(.,apm ) 
Let :D'n denote the class of all functions V'n : R 5 ---* R such that V'n is continuous on Do'n, twice 
continuously differentiable on Din, and such that L(ap) V'n • L2(D'n f3 A0"n) for any ap 6 U'n, 
where 
A0"n := {y : -~r _< Ya _< ~r}. (56) 
By following the same procedure as in Ref. [3], it follows that the function V'n(., ap'n) may be 
found by solving the following problem: 
L(ap) V'n(y) = 0, y • D'n N Ao'n, (57) 
V'n (y) -- 1, y • K'n, (58) 
V'n(y) = 0, y ~ Do,,,, (59) 
V'n(y:, y2, iTr + jh3, Y4, YS) = V'n(yl, Y2, - i t  + jh3, Y4, YS) 
i= -1 ,1 ,  j=O, i ,  0< h3 < lr, 
(60) 
and, if OV'n(y)lOY4 > O, then 
apo if 
ap(y)= ap'n(y) if 
--ap0 if 
ap'n(y) > apo 
lap'n(y)[ _< apo 
apm(y) < --apo, 
(61) 
where 
Otherwise, if OV'n(y)lOY4 < O, then 
¢7y s # 
2K(M) y5 oyo - 
(62) 
• ,0v'n(y)  
ap(y) -- ap0 sign t~s"  (63) 
Note that equations (61)-(63) are derived from the dynamic programming equation 
max L(ap) V'n(y) = O, y E Dm. 
apEU~ 
(64) 
Assume that equations (57)-(63) have a solution denoted here by (a°'n, V'n(.;a°'n)). If a°'n • U'n 
and V'n(.;a°p'n) • 7)'n, then a°'n = a~,'n and 
* l:'<'~'ls,"~"l','('.," * K 'n})  > y'n(y;ae'n) = .  y , , . .  , . , . , ap 'n ) )  • (65) 
for any av E Urn and all y 6 D'n. 
*0  *0 The computation of (x~(0),z~(0)) and (y2( ) ,Y3( ) )  is considered in the next section• Note 
that equations (57)-(63) can only be solved numerically. 
7. A NUMERICAL  STUDY 
7.1. The Time-Dependent Model 
Denote by R 4 the following finite-difference grid on R4: 
R 4 := {(ihl,jh2, kh3,ih4): i , j ,k , t  = 0,4-1,-4-2 . . . .  }. (66) 
Define D0h := Do N R 4. Equations (31)-(38) have here been solved using a finite-difference 
scheme on R~, similar to that described in Ref. [2]. 
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• m Denote by VA'h( ", ", ap) the solution to the finite-difference equations corresponding to equa- 
tions (31)-(38). Once VA'h( ., .; a~,) has been computed, then the computation of an approxima- 
tion (z~ 'h, z3 ~'h) to (z~(0), z~(0))is straightforward. 
Computations were carried out using the following set of parameters: Ro = 10,000, 15,000; 
H0 = 4,200, r0 = 500, vl = 350, v2 = 1,150, v0 = 400, a0 = lr/3, Zd = R0, Zd = 0.0, apo = 20g, 
ax ~ -- a~ = 1, a32 - (7r/200) 2, o'42 = 0.01, ty = 30, A --  t]/150 and 
f 6,000 0 _< t < 16.023 
Tn(t) (67) \ 0.0 16.023 < t 
f 120 - 2.4964t In(t) 
80 
0 _< t < 16.023 
16.023 < t, (68)  
and 
(i) for Ro = 10,000: hi = R0/41, h2 = H0/31, ha = ~r/20 and h4 = (v2 - vt)/16, 
(ii) for R0 = 15,000: ht = Ro/50, h2 = H0/31, ha = 7r/20 and h4 = (v2 - vl)/16. 
Denote by N(Doh) the number of points in Don. For Ro = 10,000, N(Doh) = 738,000 and for 
Ro = 15,000, N(Doh) = 904,050. The results obtained are given in Tables 1 and 2, where the 
following notations are being used: 
. I (x~'h, X3~'h) := arg max vA'a(O,zl,z~,zs,z4,ap), 
xED~ 
Pm A'h vA'h(0, Zl, =:2, Z3, 4, ap), ax: ' -  max x • " 
X2jXS  
xEDh 
(69) 
(70) 
where Dh = D (3 R~. 
Table 1. A'h x~ 'h ~xld ~.~3 'hThe  values of Pm~x, as 
funct ions  of  x l ,  for x4 = 400 and  P,o = 10, 000.  
p~.,h xl  x~ 'h x'~ 'h . . . .  
243.90 
487.80 
731.71 
975.61 
1219.51 
1463.41 
1707.32 
1951.22 
2195.12 
2439.02 
2682.93 
2926.83 
3170.73 
3414.63 
9512.19 
677.42 
677.42 
677.42 
677.42 
677.42 
135.48 
135.48 
135.48 
135.48 
135.48 
135.48 
135.48 
135.48 
135.48 
135.48 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
~r/20 
~r/20 
~r/20 
, , /20 
r/20 
~r120 
~r120 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.78209 
0.79396 
0.80517 
0.81574 
0.82569 
0.83637 
0.84660 
0.85605 
0.86469 
0.87253 
0.87966 
0.88617 
0.89240 
0.89843 
0.99816 
Note that both in Tables 1 and 2, z~ 'h = h2 for all Ro -z l  < 8537, that is, when the horizontal 
distance between the centre of the target and P's launching point is less than or equal to 8537m. 
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zx,h x~,h  and  xs A 'h Table 2. The  values of Pmax, M 
funct ions of x l ,  for x4 = 400 and  Bo = 15,000. 
P~au Xl x2 A'h :~3A,h A,h 
3OO 
6~ 
9OO 
12~ 
15~ 
18~ 
21~ 
24~ 
27~ 
3OOO 
33OO 
~00 
39OO 
42~ 
45~ 
48~ 
51~ 
54~ 
57~ 
60OO 
63OO 
66OO 
69OO 
7200 
75~ 
78~ 
14400 
3929.03 
3929.03 
4064.52 
4064.52 
3387.10 
2980.64 
2709.68 
2303.23 
2167.74 
1896.77 
1761.29 
1625.81 
1625.81 
677.42 
677.42 
677.42 
677.42 
677.42 
541.94 
13,5.48 
135.48 
135.48 
135.48 
135.48 
135.48 
135.48 
135.48 
- . /2o 
-~'120 
-~-/lO 
--~r110 
-./2o 
- . /20 
-~r/2o 
-~/2o 
-r/20 
-~12o 
-.12o 
- - ,120  
-~/20 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
,r/2o 
~/2o 
.12o 
,~12o 
~/2o 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.40679 
0.42071 
0.43451 
0.44810 
0.46146 
0.47556 
0.49015 
0.50517 
0.52049 
0.53596 
0.55150 
0.56698 
0.58231 
0.59834 
0.61446 
0.62991 
0.64471 
0£5890 
0.67255 
0.68661 
0.70098 
0.71453 
0.72728 
0.73933 
0.75147 
0.76358 
0.99463 
7.2. The Mass-Dependent Model 
Denote by R~ the following finite-difference grid on Rs: 
n~ := {(ihl,jh2,kha,£h4, mhs) : i , j ,k ,~,m = 0, q-l, :t:2,...}. (71) 
Define D0mh := Do., N R~ and D.,h := Dm N R~. Equations (57)-(63) have here been solved 
using a finite-difference scheme on R~, similar to that described in Ref. [4]. 
Denote by vh( ., a'p"*) the solution to the finite-difference quations corresponding to equa- 
tions (57)-(63). Once Y h (.; a~,rn ) has been computed, then the computation of an approximation 
, * 0 (y~,yh) to (y~(0) Y3()) is straightforward. 
Computations were carried out using the same set of parameters as given in subsection 7.1. 
but with the following exceptions: r0 = 543.31 and 
(i) For R0 = 10,000: hi = R0/20, h2 = H0/20, h3 = r/12, h4 = (v~-  vl)/10 and 
h5 = (m(0) - moo)~8. 
(it) For R0 = 15,000: hz = R0/30, h2 = H0/20, ha = 7r/12, h4 = (v2-  vl)/10 and 
hs = (m(0) - moo) /s  
Denote by N(D0mh) the number of points in D0mh. For R0 = 10,000, N(Domh) = 731,025 
and for R0 = 15,000, N(Domh) = 1,115,775. The results obtained are given in Tables 3 and 4, 
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where the following notations are being used: 
(y~,ysh):= arg max Vh(yl,y2,ya,y4, ra(O);a~), Y~,Ya 
yED,~a 
h Pm,~:= max Va(yl,y2,ya, y4,m(O);a~m). 
Ya,Ya 
yE D m~, 
(72) 
(73) 
Table 3. The valu• of Pmh,x, Qhm, y~ and ya u 
functions of yl ,  for P,0 -- 10,000 and Y4 -- 430. 
500 
1000 
1500 
2OOO 
25OO 
3OOO 
35OO 
4000 
4500 
5O0O 
5500 
6OOO 
6500 
7OOO 
75O0 
8OOO 
85OO 
9OOO 
1050 
1050 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.33880 
0.3,5148 
0.38663 
0.38886 
0.41320 
0.43984 
0.46877 
0.49976 
0.53264 
0.56738 
0.60422 
0.64389 
0.68665 
0.73428 
0.78791 
0.64821 
0.91252 
0.96953 
15.533 
14.972 
14.879 
14.281 
13.635 
12.930 
12.165 
11.344 
10.478 
9.573 
8.633 
7.663 
6.664 
5.630 
4.554 
3.442 
2.302 
1.150 
Since in the mass-dependent model the flight of the missile P takes place during the time 
interval [0, r(y; ap)), where r(y; ap) is the first exit time of ~P  from Din, it is of interest for the 
study carried out here, to compute the values of Eft'" r(y; a~,,~). Knowing these values might 
give an indication of the duration of the flight of P. 
Denote Q(y;a~,~):= E~ g" r(y;a~,m). By following the same procedure as in Lemma 4.1 of 
Ref. [3], (see also Ref. [5] for systems with smoother coefficients), it follows that the function 
Q(y; a~,,~) may be found by solving the following problem 
L(a*pm ) Q(y) = -1, y C Dm N Aom, (74) 
Q(y) = 0, y ~ Dra, (75) 
Q(y l ,  y2, ice + jha, Y4, Ys) ---- Q(yl ,  y2, - i~  q- jh3,  y4, ys) (76) 
i = -1, 1, j = O,i, 0 ~_ ha ~_ 7r, 
where a~,ra(y), y E Dm N Aom is obtained by solving equations (57)-(63). 
Equations (74)-(76) have here been solved using a finite-difference scheme on R~, similar to 
that described in Ref. [4]. 
Denote by Qh(.; a.pm ) the solution to the finite-difference equations on Domh corresponding to
equations (74)-(76). In Tables 3 and 4 the following notation is being used 
h h h 
:=  Q (yl, y2, y3, m(0); ap ) (77) 
Note that both in Tables 3 and 4, y~ = h2 for all R0 - Yl _~ 8500, that is, when the horizontal 
distance between the centre of the target and the launching point is less than or equal to 8500m. 
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T.ble 4. The ~alu. of PmL., Q~, ~# and ~ as 
functions of y l ,  for R0 = 15,000 and 1t4 = 430. 
5OO 
I000 
1500 
2OOO 
25OO 
3000 
3500 
4000 
450O 
50OO 
55OO 
6000 
65OO 
7OOO 
75OO 
8OOO 
85O0 
9OOO 
9500 
IO000 
10500 
I I000 
11500 
12000 
1250O 
13000 
13500 
14000 
399O 
3990 
3990 
3780 
3570 
3570 
3,36O 
3150 
1260 
1050 
1050 
1050 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
210 
-~/12 
--Ir/12 
-~/12 
- l r /12  
-~r/12 
--Ir/12 
-~/12 
- - r /12  
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.21879 
0.22923 
0.23973 
0.25047 
0.26138 
0.27261 
0.28399 
0.29570 
0.30812 
0.32205 
0.33680 
0.35148 
0.36663 
0.38886 
0.41320 
0.43984 
0.46877 
0.49976 
0.53264 
0.56738 
0.60422 
0.64369 
0.68665 
0.73428 
0.78791 
0.84821 
0.91252 
0.96953 
20.729 
20.307 
19.880 
19.385 
18.885 
18.433 
17.921 
17.404 
16.620 
16.081 
15.533 
14.972 
14.879 
14.281 
13.635 
12.930 
12.165 
11.344 
10.478 
9.573 
8.6,.33 
7.663 
6.664 
5.630 
4.554 
3.442 
2.302 
1.150 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
The results obtained for the two models considered here, that is, the time-dependent model 
(TDM) and the mass-dependent model (MDM) show similar patterns for z~'h as a function of zl 
and y2 n as a function of Yl, respectively. The main difference between the results is in the following 
conclusion: For the TDM the launching point of the missile should be as low as possible if the 
horizontal distance between P and the centre of the target is less or equal to 8537m, whereas the 
same holds for the MDM provided that the above-mentioned distance is less or equal to 8500m. 
Note that this result depends on the aerodynamical data used here to model P's flight. 
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